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PARTIALLY ACYCLIC MANIFOLD DECOMPOSITIONS
YIELDING GENERALIZED MANIFOLDS

DAVID F. SNYDER

Abstract. Let G be an upper semicontinuous decomposition (used) of the

(« + fc)-manifold M into subcontinua having the shape of closed orientable n-

manifolds (2 < n , k). We define G to be j-acyclic if for every element g of

G the reduced Cech homology of g vanishes up through dimension j . The

primary objective of this investigation is to determine the local connectivity

properties of the decomposition space B = M/G if G is (k - 2)-acyclic

and B is finite dimensional. The Leray-Grothendieck spectral sequence of the

decomposition map p is analyzed, which relegates the principal part of the

investigation to studying the structure of the Leray sheaf of p and its relation

to the local cohomology of B . Let E denote the subset of B over which the

Leray sheaf is not locally constant, K the subset of E over which the Leray

sheaf is not locally Hausdorff, and D = E -K . Then we get as our main result,

which extends work of R. J. Daverman and J. J. Walsh, and generalizes a result

of D. S. Coram and P. Duvall as well,

Theorem. Let G be a (k - 2)-acyclic decomposition of the (n + k)-manifold M

such that k < n + 2 , B = M/G is finite dimensional, and the set E does not

locally separate B . Then B is a generalized k-manifold, if either k = n + 1,

or k < n + 1 and M is orientable.

INTRODUCTION

We mainly consider here decompositions whose elements are closed ori-

entable «-manifolds with

Hl(g) = 0,        ie{0,l,...,k-2},

where 2 < k < n + 2, extending Theorem 3.1 in [DW4], as well as weakly

extending the main result in [CD2].

An upper semicontinuous decomposition (used) G of a metric space X is a

collection of pairwise disjoint compact subsets which cover X so that for each

neighborhood U of an element g e G the set [j{g'\ g e G,  g c U} (called
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the saturate of U by G) is an open subset of X. The decomposition space,

denoted X/G, is the quotient space of X under the relation ~, where xx ~ x2

if, and only if, there is g e G with xx, x2e g . The quotient map is called the

decomposition map. This map is closed.

As usual, Z denotes the integers and Z denotes the integers modulo p.

For the functors of Algebraic Topology we use the notation of [S, Brl], where

the coefficient module is taken to be Z unless indicated otherwise.

A codimension-k manifold decomposition will signify a used of an (n +

A;)-manifold M into subcontinua having the shape of closed orientable n-

manifolds. If for i < n we have H¡(g) — 0 for all j < i we call G an

i-acyclic manifold decomposition. Note that a codimension-« manifold decom-

position of an «-manifold is cell-like. The codimension is emphasized here

since it is a primary limiting factor in analyzing the decomposition space.

To put the results and techniques of this paper into proper context, the liter-

ature pertaining to codimension-2 manifold decompositions, then higher codi-

mensional decompositions, is reviewed. The reader is also pointed to the survey

article by R. J. Daverman [D4] as an excellent information source.

In the codimension-2 case, it is important to point out certain classical results

of the 1930's which use very specific circle decompositions of 3-manifolds to

display the topological structure of either the decomposition space or the source

(i.e., decomposed) space. In [Ho], H. Hopf presented certain maps from the

3-sphere to the 2-sphere, including the famous Hopf fibration. This latter map

represents a generator of Yl^S ). Soon after, H. Seifert [Se] developed his

elegant theory of Seifert fibered spaces. Each of these fiberings is a used of a

3-manifold into circles, though for a decomposition theorist these are atypically

rigid decompositions. However, because of this rigidity, these spaces are useful

aids in the analysis of geometric structures on 2-manifolds (see [Sc, BoSb]), and

have interesting geometric structures themselves as well [Th].

In the 1970's D. S. Coram and P. F. Duvall investigated decompositions of

the 3-sphere into compacta having the shape of the circle; for example, they

prove [CD3] that the decomposition map is approximable by either the Hopf

fibration or a Seifert fiber map (R. J. Daverman and J. J. Walsh proved the

decomposition space to be the 2-sphere [DW2]). The techniques that Coram

and Duvall applied are fundamental for following results in this area.

In particular, winding functions are primary tools of that investigation. Sup-

pose G to be a used of a manifold M into closed orientable submanifolds

of dimension «. Pick an element g of G. Since g is an ANR there is a

neighborhood U of g in M which retracts by a map r to g.

For a given element g' c U of G we define the n-winding of g about g by

¡(r|^-')*(l)|, where (r\g)* : H"(g) -> Hn(g') is the induced map on cohomology

(Hn(g) = H"(g) = Z). Let b, b', and W denote the images under the

decomposition map of g, g , and the saturate of U by G, respectively. Note

that   W  is open in  M/G.   We define an  n-winding function at b  on   W,
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denoted ab ; its value at b' is the «-winding of g about g. This function

is lower semicontinuous on W. A Baire category argument can then be used

to show that it is continuous on a dense open subset of W. Also, ar (x,) —

—ar (x.) • av (x,) whenever these quantities are defined.

Using winding functions, amongst other things, Daverman and Walsh investi-

gated more general problems than those considered by Coram and Duvall. First

they broadened the scope of the problem to include codimension-2 decomposi-

tions of an (n + 2)-manifold into spheres [DW2]. Further extending the scope

of their investigation to any codimension-two decomposition of an orientable

manifold into closed orientable submanifolds, they prove (in [DW3]), for exam-

ple, that the decomposition space is a 2-manifold. The decomposition map is

shown to be an approximate fibration if a locally finite set of points is removed

from the resulting 2-manifold. Daverman extended the result to include the

case where G consists of nonorientable closed «-manifolds.

One would expect that manifold decompositions of codimension higher than

2 are not going to behave as nicely as those of codimension-2 and this is the

case. Daverman and Walsh give an example of a 5-manifold decomposed into

orientable surfaces so that the decomposition space is not a generalized man-

ifold [DW4]. One of the elements is a torus, the others are spheres. So some

restriction on the homology of the elements is usually dictated if one expects

the decomposition space to be a generalized manifold.

Yet some theorems may be obtained without restricting the decomposition

elements in such a way. Daverman established that codimension-3 manifold

decompositions (under the modest restriction of orientability of the elements

and source space) have finite-dimensional decomposition spaces [D2].

Of crucial importance to this paper is the result of J. Dydak and J. Segal

[DyS2] that shows the decomposition space of a codimension-A: manifold de-

composition of a manifold is LC (this is discussed in more detail in §1.5). In
conjunction with Dydak's extension of the Hurewicz Theorem [Hr], this gives a

simple way of determining if the decomposition space is an ANR; the problem

is reduced to determining the local cohomological connectedness of the space.

Daverman and L. S. Husch establish the strong result that there is an open

dense subset of the decomposition space over which the elements are all shape

equivalent [DH] .

In [CD2, CD4], Coram and Duvall study Lacher's £>sphere mappings (i.e.,

mappings from the (2k + l)-sphere onto a manifold whose point inverses have

the shape of the fc-sphere [LI]), showing them to be approximate fibrations off

of a finite subset of the image. Their paper introduces some of the techniques

of §2, in which some of their results are generalized. Part of the strategy is the

same: show a certain subset of the image space to be locally finite. However,

Coram and Duvall draw conclusions about the map assuming manifold structure

of the image, whereas here the structure on the image is established by carefully

studying the map and the local structure on a dense open subset of the image.
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Recent work of Daverman and Walsh uses sheaf theory and spectral se-

quences to determine certain restrictions of the cohomological dimension of

the decomposition space.

Theorem (Daverman-Walsh [DW4, Theorem 1.2]). Suppose M is a complete

metrizable space and let f : M -» B be a proper map such that each set f~x(y)

has the shape of a closed connected orientable n-manifold. Then

dimzB < dimzM - n.

Here "dimz B " denotes the cohomological dimension of B [N, Na]. In

the same paper, they also establish, using essentially the Vietoris-Begle Map-

ping Theorem and winding functions, that if the source space is an orientable

(n + /c)-manifold, « > k > 3, decomposed into continua having the shape

of orientable closed «-manifolds with trivial reduced homology in dimensions

less than k such that the decomposition space is finite dimensional, then the

decomposition space is a generalized /c-manifold. This result is extended and

generalized herein.

My investigation followed a route suggested by lacunary phenomena of spec-

tral sequences, along with duality properties of the source manifold.

The main results are now stated.

Theorem 1. Let M n+ be a manifold, n > 1, and G a used of M into com-

pacta having the shape of homology n-spheressuch that dimM/G < oo. Suppose

the discontinuity set E = D u K (see §§1.2 and 1.4) does not locally separate B.

Then M/G is a generalized (n + \)-manifold. Moreover, E is a locally finite

subset of B.

This theorem generalizes the main theorem in [CD2] about fc-sphere map-

pings, where M, the decomposition elements, and the decomposition space

are assumed to be spheres. Their conclusion that the map is an approximate

fibration off of the locally finite subset if the elements have the shape of the

«-sphere still follows without assuming the image to be a sphere.

Corollary 1. In addition to the hypotheses of Theorem 1, assume all the elements

have the shape of the n-sphere. Then the decomposition map is an approximate

fibration off of the set E.

Corollary 2. There can be no used of Euclidean (2n + \)-space, E "+ , into

continua having the shape of homology n-spheres such that the set E does not

locally separate the decomposition space.

Corollary 3. If G is a used of S n+x into homology n-spheres with exceptional

set not locally separating the decomposition space, then the degeneracy set K

consists of at most one point.

Example. Given « > 1, let X, , X2 be homology «-spheres. Let M - X, * X2

denote the external join [RS, p. 23] of X, and X2. Then M is a (2« + 1)-

sphere [E, C]. Let G, denote the decomposition of M which has all elements,
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but one, as those copies of X2 parallel to the obvious end of the join, the

remaining one being the end of the join corresponding to X, . Similarly, G2

will be the decomposition of M all of whose elements are parallel to the X,

end of the join, but for one corresponding to the X2 end. The space M/Gi

is homeomorphic to the suspension of X;, i = 1,2 (each is a generalized

manifold but not a manifold at the suspension points if X¿ is not a sphere).

The distinguished element of the decomposition G¡ represents such an element

as described in Corollary 3.

Lest the reader think that the nonmanifold points are always so sparse, re-

call the example of Daverman and Walsh [DW1] of a "ghastly" generalized n-

manifold Xn (« > 2) which is not locally Euclidean at any point, yet crossed

with the real line is a manifold. Then M = X" x X, where X is any homol-

ogy (« - 1 )-sphere, is a manifold with a natural decomposition into homology

(« - l)-spheres yielding X" as the decomposition space. The decomposition

map is a trivial bundle over X. The point is that the structure of the decompo-

sition space can be highly non-Euclidean if the fibers of the map are not nicely

embedded with respect to the manifold structure on M.

Theorem 2. Let Mn+ be an orientable manifold, n > k > 3. Let G be a

used of M into compacta having the shape of connected, closed, orientable n-

manifolds with Ht(g) ^0 for 0 < i < k - I. If ^"[p] (see §1.1) is Hausdorff,
D does not locally separate B, and dim M/G < oo, then M/G is a generalized

k-manifold.

This theorem extends the result of Daverman and Walsh mentioned above;

their hypotheses are identical except " i < k - I n is replaced by " i < k ", and

here G is assumed to be nondegenerate.

Corollary 4. There cannot be a nondegenerate used G of (n + k)-dimensional

Euclidean space, En+ , into compacta having the shape of n-manifolds, each of

which is a product of spheres of dimension at least k - 1, with the exceptional

set E not locally separating the decomposition space.

Finally, it is worth remarking that the hypotheses concerning "E not locally

separating" are a function of the method used and may well be superfluous.

1. Tools and methods

This section contains the bulk of observations needed to understand the more

arcane aspects of the proofs in §§2 and 3.

§1.1 discusses presheaves, sheaves, and the Leray sheaf of a closed map. §1.2

deals with the relationship of winding functions to the Leray sheaf, establish-

ing two useful equivalences. Cohomology with coefficients in the Leray sheaf

is discussed in §1.3 and salient points of the theory of sheaf cohomology are

stated. In particular, the Leray spectral sequence of a closed map is described.

§1.4 defines the concept of generalized manifold as used in this paper, briefly

describing significant properties of generalized manifolds and ANRs established
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in the literature. The last subsection contains various algebraic lemmas that are

used in §§2 and 3.

1.1. Sheaves and presheaves. This subsection defines sheaf, presheaf, sections,

and the Leray sheaf. For a rigorous and more general treatment of sheaves the

reader is referred to the books by Swan [Sw] and Bredon [Brl].

Definitions. A sheaf on a topological space X is a pair (S?, n), where ¿P" is

a topological space and n : ¿P* —* X is an open, continuous map satisfying the

following properties:

(1) S?x = n~x(x), the stalk of ¿P" at x, is a Z-module with the discrete

topology for all x e X.

(2) For all s e S? there exists a neighborhood U of s in 5? such that

n\v is a homeomorphism onto its image.

(3) Given x e X, s ,t e S?x, and a neighborhood U of s + t, there is

a neighborhood V of 5 and neighborhood W of t such that, for all

y e n(U) n n(V) n n(W), if s' e V n S"y and t' e W n «^, then

s' + /et/.

Given y c X, a section of «5* over 7 is a (continuous) map er : F -> S?

such that 7T o a is the identity. Let H°(Y; JP") denote the set of sections over

Y ; by (2) and (3) this set is a Z-module. The restriction of S? to Y, denoted

S*\Y,is (n-x(Y),n\n-l{Y)).

S* is constant if 5? = X x G (G a Z-module) and n is projection onto

the first factor. 5? is locally constant at x e X if there exists a neighborhood

U c X of x such that S?\v   is constant on U.
Note that, if X is Hausdorff, a sheaf S^ on X is Hausdorff if, and only

if, given any stalk 5^x , any two points in the stalk can be separated by disjoint

open neighborhoods in 5?. Moreover, if two sections of 5? agree at a point,

then they agree on an open and closed set.

Given a section a over Y c X into S?, we define the support of a to be

the closure in Y of the set

{y\a(y)¿0en-X(y)}.

A family of supports <f> on X denotes a collection of closed subsets of X

with the following properties:

( 1 ) A closed subset of an element of <p is an element of <j>.

(2) (f> is closed under finite unions.

We say (j) is paracompactifying if, in addition, it satisfies:

(3) Each element of </> is paracompact.

(4) Each element of 4> nas a closed neighborhood in 0.

We concern ourselves only with three families of supports: the family of

closed subsets of X, the family of compact subsets of X, or the family con-

sisting of a singleton and the null set. Since our space X will always be locally
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compact metric, the first two of these families are paracompactifying. The last

one is not.

Many times we must consider sections with restricted support. Let H^Y ; 5?)

denote the set of sections of 5? over Y with support an element of the family

of supports </> on Y.

A presheaf on X is a contravariant functor from the category of inclusions

of open subsets of X to the category of homomorphisms of Z-modules. A

presheaf 5 ona space X induces a sheaf S? on X (see [Brl, pp. 2-3]) with

the following key properties:

(1) S?x = lim S(U), for all x e X, where the direct limit is taken over all

neighborhoods of x in X.

(2) The topology of S? is generated by sets of the form {ax \ x e U},

where U is any open subset of X, a e S(U), and ax is the image of

a in 5^x under the direct limit.

Given a closed, proper map p : Y —> X, the cohomology presheaf on X in

dimension « > 0 induced by p is given by the functor U >-> H"(p~ (U);Z).

The sheaf induced by this presheaf, denoted ^"[p], is called the Leray sheaf

in dimension « induced by p . When there is no confusion as to which map p

is being discussed, we write briefly %?n .

The novitiate may find it informative to draw %?n for the Hopf map and

various Seifert fibrations.

1.2. Relations between winding functions and the Leray sheaf. Inspecting defi-

nitions suggests some relationships between the winding functions and the Leray

sheaf, as in Theorem 1. Having ascertained these, we can have the luxury of

using either tool at certain points in the analyses in the following chapters.

In this subsection, we establish equivalences of a given condition on the sheaf

with a condition upon the winding function(s) (for example, local constancy at

b with continuity of ab at b). The subsection closes with a useful corollary,

which also follows from more general work of J. Dydak and J. J. Walsh [DyW],

as well as being a consequence of results in [DH].

In general, the Leray sheaf is not a Hausdorff space. As noted in §1.1, if

two sections into a Hausdorff sheaf agree at a point, then they agree on the

component containing that point. So if the base space of a Hausdorff sheaf is

locally connected we expect the module of sections to be particularly amenable

to analysis. Thus the importance of the following proposition.

Proposition 1.2.1. Let G be a used of M into continua having the shape of

orientable n-manifolds, with p denoting the decomposition map. The sheaf ¿ft"1

is Hausdorff if and only if, each n-winding function ab is nonzero on some

neighborhood ofb.

Proof. Note that each stalk of 2(?n is isomorphic to Z ; for b e B and Ç G Z

let C¿ denote the element of the stalk over b corresponding to Ç under a given

isomorphism:  Ç,  is well defined modulo the nontrivial automorphism of Z.
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(=>) Suppose that ß?" is Hausdorff. Let U be any neighborhood of b.

Pick a connected neighborhood V of b in U so that p~x(V) shape deforms

in p~x(U) to p~x({b}). Let s: V ->ß?n(V) be the section over V suchthat

s(b) = lb , and t be the trivial section over V .

Suppose there exists a sequence of points {x/-}^1 converging to b with the

property that ab(x¡) = 0. Thus, x¡ lies in V for sufficiently large i. Hence,

s(Xj) is defined for large i and equals 0X ; but this means s(x) = t(x) = 0X

for all x e V, since ß?" is Hausdorff and V is connected. In particular,

s(b) = t(b), a contradiction.

(<i=) Suppose that %?n is not Hausdorff. Then there are two points in Â?n

which cannot be separated by disjoint open sets; in particular, since B is Haus-

dorff, any two such points must lie in the same stalk, say ß?b. Let yb, ßb e ß?b

be two such points. Find a connected neighborhood U of b in B so that U is

contained in the domain of a, and such that there are sections 5 , s0 : U —► %?n
o y'p

with sy(b) = yb, sß(b) - ßb . Note that U = sy(U) and Uß = s„(U) intersect

over arbitrarily small neighborhoods of b . Let sô = s — s„, Sb = yb - ßb , and

let s0 be the restriction of the zero section to U. Now the previous remark

gives that ss and s0 agree on a set of points having b as a limit point. Let

{•*,}°!i be a subset of such points converging to b . We then obtain that

\Sb\ ■ ab(X¡) = ±s¿(X¡) = ±50(x,.) = 0 € X*.

This contradicts the nondegeneracy of ab .   D

Sheaf cohomology with coefficients in a constant sheaf can be calculated as

cohomology with coefficients in the module which is the stalk of the sheaf.

Since we are interested in determining local properties of B, the following

characterization is useful.

Proposition 1.2.2. The Leray sheaf in dimension n is locally constant at beB

if, and only if, the n-winding function ab is continuous at b.

Proof. (=>•) Suppose that ßfn = U x Z, where U is a neighborhood of b.

Without loss of generality, we may assume that U is connected and contained in

the domain of ab (i.e., the retraction rb is defined on p~ (U)). Now ab(y)-lv

is in a neighborhood of \b for y sufficiently close to b ; in particular, ab(y) = 1

for all y sufficiently close to b . Hence, ab is continuous on a neighborhood

of b.
(<=) Conversely, suppose that ab is continuous on a connected neighborhood

U of b. Then ab(y) = 1 for all y in U. Let yb be the selected generator of

Hn(p~x(b)). Let y denote the element of Hn(p~x(y)) which is the image of

yb under the induced homomorphism (rb\p~ (y))*. Obviously, y generates

Hn(p~x(y)) (since yy is ab(y) times one of the generators of this stalk) and,

for all y in a small enough neighborhood V of b (for example, a neighborhood
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whose preimage over p shape deforms into p (b) over U), the set N = {y \

y eV} forms a basic neighborhood of yb in a?" . Define a map h : ̂ ""\^N) -»

V x Z as follows: / • y >-> (y, /). Then h is a well-defined continuous map

which is clearly bijective with continuous inverse. Thus, %?n\V is constant.   D

We can then apply the following Theorem of J. J. Walsh and J. Dydak to

obtain the succeeding corollary.

Theorem [DyW]. Suppose G is a finitely generated abelian group and X is a

complete metrizable space. If S is a presheaf on X such that

(1) each stalk S^x of the sheaf S? generated by S is isomorphic to G, and

(2) for each x e X and for each neighborhood U of x there exists a

neighborhood V c U of x such that the image of S(U) —> S(V) is

finitely generated,

then S?\W is locally constant for some open and dense subset W of X.

Corollary 1.2.3. The Leray sheaf is locally constant in each dimension over a

dense subset W of B.

1.3. Sheaf cohomology and the Leray spectral sequence of a map. In this sub-

section, we give an extremely brief outline of the technical tools used in this

work. There is no attempt to give detailed definitions of sheaf cohomology or

spectral sequences, just the bare minimum required to orient the reader in the

proofs of Theorems 1 and 2. For an easy transition into aspects of the theory,

the reader is advised to peruse [A, DyW]; for all the details one should read

[Brl, Sw, S].

For a family of supports 4> and sheaf S' on the space X, the sheaf coho-

mology of X with coefficients in 5? and supports in </>, denoted H*AX ; 5?),

is defined [Brl]. If A C X, then we write H*(A ; &) for H*¡A(A ; S?\A). Sheaf

cohomology of the pair (X, A) can also be defined. For constant sheaves, the

functor so defined agrees with the Alexander-Spanier theory in general and, in

addition, agrees with the singular theory when X is an ANR. Also, <j> is elided

from the expression if, and only if, 4> is the family of closed supports on X .

For the pair (X, A) we have the following long exact sequence:

••• - H¡(X,A;S?) -, H¡(X;f) - H¡(A;S*) - H¡+X(X, A; S") - ••• .

If X is a locally compact metric space, (ß is the family of closed supports,

and x e X, then there is a natural isomorphism [Brl, p. 80]

H*x(X;^)^H¡(X,X-x;^).

We need a corollary of the following theorem; our statement of it is not the

most general, but is sufficient for our needs. The proof is found on p. 59 of

[Brl].

Theorem 1.3.1. If A is an open subset of X and (j) is the family of closed

supports on X, then there is a natural isomorphism

H¡(X,A;S-) = H;       (X;^).
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Lemma 1.3.2. Let g be a compact subset of X. Then there is a natural isomor-

phism

H¡(X,X-g;^)^H¡¡g(X;^).

The following theorem is the foundation of our approach to Theorems 1 and

2; its proof is found in [Brl, pp. 140-141].

Theorem 1.3.3 (Leray-Grothendieck). For a closed map f : X —> Y, there is a

first quadrant spectral sequence

EP2q = H¡(Y;^q[f])^ O*)"

Remarks. ( 1 ) For our purposes we need only consider the family y/ of closed

supports on X, and either (j> is the family of closed supports on Y or </> = {x} .

In the former case <f>(y/) = y/, and in the latter <f>(y/) = <f>\x , the closed subsets

of x.

(2) Ep^x - kei(dr)/ im(dr), where the differential

jP,Q . gP,<3 _^ gP+r,q-r+l

has bidegree (r, 1 - r)

V+l  — -S+2(3) !£■• = *£?-*&«••• = A* forr>p + i-rl

(4) There is a filtration 0c/oC/1C-cyp = //p(I), where J0 = Epœ°

and /,././,_, =Ep~i'i, i<p.

(5) We also may use Cech sheaf cohomology for <f> being closed supports

[Sw].
(6) [McC] has a quick introduction concerning calculation of spectral se-

quences.

Note for the choice of supports in the latter of ( 1 ) above that, by Lemma

1.3.2,

H'ip(v)(X) = Hi(X,X-rX(x)).

We now give a relatively easy application of Theorem 1.3.3.

Lemma 1.3.4. Let G be a decomposition of the complete metrizable space M

into subcontinua having the shape of closed, orientable n-manifolds. Let A bean

arc in B — M/G. Then there is a natural isomorphism Hx (A ; $?") = H"+x (Ä).

Addendum. Suppose that G is l-acyclic. Then there is a natural isomorphism
H°(A;JP",)Ç*Hn(A~).

Proof. We consider the map f = n\~: À -> A, where n denotes the decompo-

sition map. Staring at the Leray-Grothendieck spectral sequence for / brings

one to the observation that E2 'q = 0 for q > « ; this is also true for p > 1 ,

since sheaf cohomology with paracompactifying supports respects dimension of

a space [Sw, pp. 109-111].

In particular, d¡ = 0 for all i > 2. Thus,

pp,q _ FP,q
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for all p and q . Considering the filtration of Remark (4) above, and observing

that

it is clear that

Hn+X(Ä) = Jn+x=Jn=EXxn=EX2n = HX(A;ßrn).

Now, we prove the addendum. Note that n > 1 . Suppose G is 1-acyclic.

Then, by duality, %?n~x is the trivial sheaf on A . Thus, for i < n,

where the Ji 's form the filtration of H"(A) - Jn . In particular,

u - ^2      _ ßoo    _ ■'0 _ ■'n-l*

Finally, we calculate H°(A; ßf") = JJJn_x= J„ = Hn(Ä).    D

We now apply 1.3.4 to the case of M being a manifold, in order to get two

important lemmas.

Let G be a codimension-/: manifold decomposition; let B be the decompo-

sition space and p the decomposition map. Let

(1) K = f]{K' c B | Xn\B_K, is Hausdorff),

(2) D = {x e B - K | ß?n is not locally constant at x),

(3) C = {x e B | X" is locally constant at x},  and

(4) E = KUD.

Note that K, D, and C form a partition of B ; that K is closed, and C is

open, in B ; and that E is closed in B .

Lemma 1.3.5. Assume that G and M are as defined above. Let A be an arc in

B such that

(a) dA = {dx,d2]cD,

(b) A-dAcC,
(c) ad (c¡) = p¡ for some ct e A n C /« i/ze domain of ad   (i = 1, 2).

77ze« //"+ (¿1) = Zd, where d is gcd(px, p2) (the greatest common divisor of

Pi , P2)■

Addendum.  H"(A) = Z, if G is l-acyclic.

Proof. By Lemma 1.3.4, it is enough to calculate Hx(A;ßf"). Note that

px, p2 9¿ 0. We do not prove here the simple case that at least one of the

pt is equal to one, for we do not need the result. There are then two remaining

cases to analyze.

Case 1. d = px = p2. We define a sheaf map from the constant sheaf A x Z to

ß?"\A . Now, ß?"\A<d d\ is constant, so for c e A - {dx, d2} pick elements

y   of the stalk ß?" so that y   corresponds to p under the map; we can extend
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the map to A x Z by picking the generator yd of ß?d that corresponds under

the defining retraction to pi • yc. Obviously this map is an injection; let &

denote the quotient sheaf. We thus have the following short exact sequence of

sheaves:

o^Axz^jrn\A^e^o.

As a consequence we get a long exact sequence

-► H\A) -» H'(A ; X") -» H'(A ; O) -» • • •.

Since HX(A) = 0 = //2(^), to calculate HX(A ; ß?n) we need only calculate

Í0.

lz,,

Since /?j = p2, we have

0,      for b = dx, d2,

^d,    otherwise.

Moreover, this sheaf is constant over the interior of A. In fact the topology

of the sheaf is the same as taking the constant sheaf A x Zd , restricting it to

the interior of the arc, and then extending the sheaf so it is trivial over the

endpoints of the arc. So Hx (A ; S) = Hx (A, {dx, d2] ; Zd) = Zd .

Case 2. px ^ p2. Note in the argument of the first case that if, say, the endpoint

d2 of A were also not in D U K, then Hn+X (Ä) = 0. We use this observation

in conjunction with the Mayer-Vietoris sequence to calculate the cohomology

in the second case.

Let / be the least common multiple of px and p2. Pick c e A — dA. Let A¡

denote the closure in A of the component of A - {c} containing d{. Applying

the cohomology version of the Mayer-Vietoris sequence for the pair (Ax, A2)

we obtain
2

0 -» H"(A) -+ Y,H"^i) — H"(¿) -» Hn+X(Ä) -» 0.

i=i
So applying the above note to Ai we have

0^ Hn(A) ^Z®Z^Z^H"+X(A)-*0.

In the middle map, it is clear that the pairs (1,0) and (0,1) are mapped to

px and p2, respectively. The ideal generated by {/?,, p2} is the principal ideal

(d). Thus, Hn+X(Ä), the image of the last map, is isomorphic to Z/(d) = Zd .

The addendum's proof is trivial upon observing that Hn(A) s H (A; ß?n).

It is clear that the latter group is Z.    D

Lemma 1.3.6. Assume that G and M are as in 1.3.5. Let A be an arc in B

such that

(a) dA = {kx,k2} cK,
(b) A-dAcC,
(c) ak (Cj) = 0 for some c( e A n C in the domain of ak   (i = 1, 2).

Then Hn+X(A)^Z.
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Proof. Using 1.3.4 as in the proof above, we need only calculate H (A ; %>n).

Choose c e A-dA. Let Ai denote the closure of the component of A - {c}

containing k¡   (i = 1, 2). Apply the Mayer-Vietoris sequence (coefficients in

ß?n) to the triple (A, Ax, A2), to see that

0 -» Z - HX(A ; &") - HX(AX ; MTn) ®HX(A2; ß?n) -» 0.

Thus it suffices to show that HX(AX; ß?n) is trivial. To prove this choose

a nested collection of subarcs wx,vj2, ... of Ax = w0 whose intersection is

kx. The inclusion-induced homomorphism

Hx(Ax;ßTn)^HX(wj;ßyn)

is obviously an isomorphism for all j . Thus, using continuity of sheaf cohomol-

ogy [Brl, p. 71], 0 = Hx(kx;ß?n) = Hx(lim w- ; ß?n) = lim Hx(voJ ; ß?n) s

Hx(Ax;ß*").

Hence, by Lemma 1.3.4, Z^Hx(A;ß7") S Hn+l(Ä).   D

1.4. Properties of generalized manifolds and ANRs. In this subsection we de-

fine and discuss crucial properties of generalized manifolds and ANRs. Theo-

rem 1.4.5 and Corollary 1.4.12 are especially important for the investigations

of §§2 and 3. For details about proofs of the deep results, the reader is referred

to [Hu, W, Brl, Br2, DyW, A, D3]. Throughout this section X is assumed to

be a locally compact metrizable space.

Definitions. A' is a generalized k-manifold over Z, abbreviated as /c-gm z or

k-gm, if

( 1 ) X is a finite-dimensional ANR and

(2) for all x e X,

0,     for i i= k,

for i = k.

Í 0,
Hi(X,X-x) = {z

The orientation sheaf c? of a k-gm is generated by the presheaf

U ^ Hk(X, X - U).

If cf is (locally) constant, then we say X is (locally) orientable, otherwise X

is nonorientable.

Remark. Item ( 1 ) (and the choice of coefficient ring) of our definition of k-gm is

less general than the local cohomological connectivity and finite cohomological

dimension posited in the "classical" definition (see [Br2]); many of the results

that follow were proved in the more general setting.

The following theorem is a rather deep result. It was first proved by G.

Bredon in [Br2]; it also follows as a corollary of a much more general result of

J. Dydak and J. J. Walsh [DyW].
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Theorem 1.4.1 (Bredon). Every k-gm is locally orientable.

Corollary 1.4.2. Every simply-connected k-gm is orientable.

Corollary 1.4.3. Every nonorientable k-gm X has an orientable double cover

X.

For orientable /c-gm's there is an Alexander duality theorem (see [A] or [W]).

This will be quite useful to us in the characterizations of §§2.2 and 3.2.

Theorem 1.4.4. Let X be an orientable k-gm. Let B c A be closed subsets of

X. Then there is a natural isomorphism

D : Ht(X -B,X-A)* Hk~'(A, B).

In particular, the following diagram commutes:

->H^(X,A) ^Hkc-\X,B) -      Hkc-\A,B)       -».•■

• • • -* H¡(X - A)   ^H;(X-B)   ^Hi(X-B,X-A)-+---

Using the local duality of a k-gm and a Mayer-Vietoris argument, one can

show the following

Theorem 1.4.5. Let A be an arc in a k-gm X. Then

( 0,    for i±k,
HXX,X-A) = \

\Z,   fori = k.

We are now finished with our discussion of /c-gm's and turn our attention to

properties of ANRs. To start with, we define some connectivity properties.

Definition. A space X is locally connected in dimension k, denoted k-LC, if

for every x e X and neighborhood U of x in X there is a neighborhood V

of x in U with

nk(V)^nk(U)

trivial. If X is k-LC for every k < i (resp. k < oo ), we say X is LC' (resp.

LC°° ). Moreover, we say X is LC* if X is locally contractible

Definition. Let S? be a sheaf on X with Z-module stalks. Then we say X is

cohomologically locally connected in dimension i with respect to S7, abbrevi-

ated z'-clc^, at x if for all neighborhoods U of x there is a neighborhood

V c U of X so that the image of the inclusion-induced map

Hl(U ; S")-, H'(V ; 5?)

is trivial as a Z-module. If the above property holds for all x e X then we say

is X   i-ele?,. Furthermore, in the special case y = IxZ,we write z-clcz .

Finally, X is clc^ (resp. clc°^ or clc^, ) at x if X is z'-clc^ at x for all

i < k < oo (resp. / < oo ). If this is true for all x e X, then we drop the phrase

"at x." A subscript of Z again indicates the trivial sheaf S^ = X xZ.
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Remarks. (1) The Alexander-Spanier and the Cech cohomology theories are

isomorphic for paracompact Hausdorff spaces [S, Corollary 8, p. 334].

(2) There are corresponding definitions for homology, denoted i-hlc, hlc^ ,

etc. [Br 1, p. 253]; for these we will use the Alexander-Spanier homology functor.

The following lemma is of use to us in proving Lemma 1.4.8.

Lemma 1.4.6. Let X be a metric space which is clc = clc£ . Then X is hlc =

hlc™.

Sketch of the proof. Given k > 0, x e X, select neighborhoods W c V c U

of x in X so that the maps induced by inclusion on the cohomologies are trivial

in dimensions k and k+l. Apply the categorically natural short exact sequence

of the Universal Coefficient Theorem for Alexander-Spanier cohomology [S, p.

244] to these maps and chase the resulting diagram to see that Hk(W) dies in

Hk(U).   O

The following proposition, an extension of the Hurewicz theorem [Hr], ap-

pears as Theorem 3.2 in [DyS2].

Proposition 1.4.7 (Dydak-Segal). Suppose X is an LÖ (k > 1) complete

metrizable space such that for each x e X and for each neighborhood U of

x there exists a neighborhood V of x in U with the composition of homomor-

phisms

nk+l(V,x) -, Hk+x(V) -, Hk+x(V) -, Hk+x(U)

trivial. Then X is LCC+ .

The following lemma is a corollary of 1.4.7 and 1.4.6, using induction.

Lemma 1.4.8. Suppose X is a complete metrizable space which is LC and clc.

Then X is LC°.

The following corollary has been the goal of the previous two pages.

Corollary 1.4.9. If X is a finite-dimensional LC , clc metric space then X is

an ANR.

The following theorem is found in [DyS2]; we use it to establish a useful cri-

terion for determining if the decomposition space of a codimension-/: manifold

decomposition is an ANR.

Theorem 1.4.10 (Dydak-Segal). Let f : X -, Y be a proper surjection of locally

compact spaces whose point inverses are FANRs. If X is an ANR and f has the

AHLP with respect to all j-cells, 0 <j <k, then Y is LC**1 .

Remarks. (A) A finite-dimensional compactum is an FANR if it has the shape

of an ANR; see [DySl, pp. 74-75].

(B) A map f : X —> Y between locally compact metrizable spaces has the

approximate homotopy lifting property (AHLP) with respect to the space Z if,
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given any open cover ^ of Y and commutative diagram

Z x {0}    —— X

4 1'
Z x[0, 1] -► Y

h

where / denotes the obvious inclusion, there is an extension H : Z x [0, 1] —► X

of H0 so that for any (z, t) there is an element U of ^ containing both

(foH)(z,t) and h(z,t).

A map is an approximate fibration if it has the AHLP with respect to all

metrizable spaces; this concept was developed in [CD1].

Corollary 1.4.11. Let G be a codimension-k manifold decomposition of the

manifold Mn+k. Then B is LCX.

Corollary 1.4.12. Assume the hypotheses of I A.II and, in addition, that dim B <

d < oo. Then the following statements are equivalent:

(1) B is an ANR.

(2) B is clc™.

(3) B is clcdz.

1.5. Potpourri. We include in this subsection various algebraic and sheaf theo-

retic results needed in the sequel, in order to retain clarity. The first is a special

result about torsion Z-modules used in the proof of Theorem 2 exactly once.

The second is a sort of "zig-zag" lemma needed in our discussion of local con-

nectivity properties of the decomposition space. The third gives some sufficient

conditions for which a sheaf that is locally constant off a certain closed set is

actually constant off that set, needed in §3. The last is a calculation used four

times in the sequel.

The first lemma is used in §2 to show that the module of extensions of a

certain group by Z is not finitely generated. The proof is simple, and uses the

following elementary proposition.

Proposition [H, p. 222]. Let A be a torsion module over a UFD R. Let

A(p) = {a e A | a has order of some power ofp]

for any prime p e R. Then A = J^A(p), with the sum being taken over all

primes p e R.

Lemma 1.5.1. Suppose A¡ are Z-modules for i = 1,2,..., and there exist

surjections \¡/¡ : Ai -+ Aj+X with kernel isomorphic to Z , where {p¡ \ pi >

1, ¿=1,2,3,...} is a list of (not necessarily distinct) positive integers. If the

direct limit of the system {(A¡, y/¡)} is trivial, then Ax = Y,Ax(p). Moreover,

either there is a prime p such that Ax(p) is countably infinitely generated or

AAp) is nontrivial for infinitely many primes p .
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Proof. Let Ki denote the kernel of 0( = y/i,6 y/i_x o ■ • • o y/2 o y/x . Obviously,

Ki is a proper subset of Ki+X. By hypothesis Kx is isomorphic to Zp . By

induction we see that each K¡ is a finitely generated torsion module; moreover,

Ax is the countable nested union of the Ki since the direct limit is trivial.

Therefore, Ax has countably infinite cardinality and is (as is each A¡) a torsion

Z-module. Since finitely generated torsion Z-modules have finite cardinality,

Ax is generated as a Z-module by an infinitely countable set.

By the proposition above, Ax = Y^Ax(p), with the sum being taken over all

primes p eZ.
Note that for each prime p , Ax(p) is necessarily countably generated. Sup-

pose there is no prime p such that Ax(p) is countably infinitely generated.

Then, for each prime p e Z, Ax(p) is finitely generated and, hence, a finite

set. Thus, Ax(p) must be nontrivial for infinitely many primes, since Ax is

infinite.   D

The following theorem is often useful. The proof is straightforward and may

be found in the references cited.

Theorem 1.5.2 [Br2, p. 77, DyW]. Let the following diagram denote a commu-

tative diagram of Z-modules, where each of the vertical maps p, a has finitely

generated image, and the middle row is exact. Then the image of Lx under the

map t2oTj is finitely generated.

Lx  -► L2

Mx -► M2 -► M3

Nx   ->  N2

The following lemma is applied at certain crucial instances. Some of the

hypotheses may be weakened further, but, as this is not necessary for the results

obtained in this paper, we leave such generalization for the interested reader.

Lemma 1.5.3. Suppose U is a metrizable ANR, and V is a subset of U. Sup-

pose that D c U is such that HX(U - D) -, HX(V - D) has trivial image.

Furthermore, assume 5? tobe a sheaf on U with stalks isomorphic to Z which

is locally constant on U - D. Then 5e is constant on V - D.

Proof. Lex U' = U-D and V' = -V-D. First note that S?\v,, being locally

constant, can be extended to a line bundle Ç over U'. Using the fact that

H (U') —» H (V1) has trivial image, it can be easily shown that the character-

istic class w, of Ç|K< is 0. Thus, Ç\v> is orientable [Hus, p. 246]. Orientable

line bundles are trivial line bundles. Hence, S?\ y, is constant.   D
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Lemma 1.5.4. Let gx, g2 denote orientable closed n-manifolds and let f : gx ->

g2 be a map which is an injection with respect to the global orientation class

C, e Hn(gx), say /,(C.) = k-(2. Let j = min{i \ Hfa) ¿ 0}. Then f :

HJ\g2) —> HJ'(gx) is an injection.

Proof. First note that j > 0 and, by the Universal Coefficient Theorem, HJ(g2)

is free. Choose Ç e HJ(g2). Now we apply [S, 16, p. 254]. Namely,

Note Hn_j(g2) = HJ(g2) is free; so, if <* / 0, then k • (Ç <-> Ç2) is nonzero.

Therefore, f* is an injection.   □

Lemma 1.5.5. Let G be a j-acyclic shape manifold decomposition of the l-

manifold M (j < I), B = M/G, and p the decomposition map. Let U be

a connected, j-, (j + l)-hlcz neighborhood of x e B such that Ü = p~x(U)

is orientable. Let W c V c U be connected neighborhoods of x such that

V shape deforms to x in U, W shape deforms to x in V, and so that the

inclusions of W into V and V into U are homologically trivial in dimensions

{x}, with H1'
j-\

j, j+l. Let A be an arc in W

Then Hj(V, V - A) * N.

Proof. Note that

n^h'-j-x(Ä)^hj+x(ü,ü-Ä),

the latter map given by Alexander duality; and similarly for

" V " or " W ."

(A) = N, a cyclic Z-module.

U " replaced by

We consider following the commutative diagram with exact rows:

Hj+l(W) -— HJ+X(W,W-A) ^^ Hj(W-A) -> H/W)

1T| h h b
H    (V)  -►   H    (V,V-Ä)   —^  H(V-Ä)   ->  H(V)

\X2

Hj+i(U) Hy+i[U,U-A) Hj(U HjiU)

Note that ^2, t2 are excision isomorphisms and that #4 , t4 are zero maps.

The latter fact implies that the image of t3 lies in the image of ß2 . It can

also be seen that, since A misses x and x carries the image of T,, %x, the

maps preceding a,, a2 in the long exact sequence are surjections and, hence,

the maps ßx, ß2 are injective; the image of each is /Y. Note that t

injective. Thus, the image of t3 is nontrivial and contains /V. But im t3 c

ker y2= im ß2 = N. Thus, we must have the image of t3 isomorphic to N.

3lim/?
IS
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Using the Vietoris-Begle Theorem, we conclude that

Hj(W - A)-+Hj(V - A)

has image isomorphic to this module.

Finally, we consider

Hj+x(W) -► Hj+x(W, W-A) -► Hj(W-A) -► Hj(W)

I I I I
HJ+1(V)  -►   Hj+x(V,V-A)   -► Hj(V-A)  -► H}(V)

The second vertical arrow is an excision isomorphism, the first and fourth ver-

tical arrows are trivial maps, by hypothesis. The conclusion now follows.   D

2.  HOMOLOGY SPHERE DECOMPOSITIONS IN THE MIDDLE DIMENSION

This section contains the proof of Theorem 1 and its consequences. The fol-

lowing are the standing hypotheses for this section. M is an (n + /c)-manifold,

k > 2, G an upper semicontinuous decomposition (used) of M into shape

homology «-spheres, « > 2, p the decomposition map, and B the decompo-

sition space. For A C B, let A denote p~ (A). Furthermore, we assume that

dim B < oo and that E = DuK does not locally separate B .

In §2.1, we find there are long exact sequences for p, and use these to de-

termine immediately discernible local properties of B . Under the hypotheses

of Theorem 1 it is shown in §2.2 that B being a k-gm is equivalent to the

discontinuity set E = Dl)K being locally finite; this is used frequently in §2.3,

which contains the proof of Theorem 1.

2.1. The long exact sequences of a homology sphere decomposition. The fol-

lowing lemmas compute Gysin sequences [Br, p. 151] from the Leray spectral

sequence.

Lemma 2.1.1. For all sets U ç B there is a long exact sequence

-► H\V; Z) -» H\U; Z) -, Hl~n(U; ß?n) -*■■■

which is natural with respect to inclusion maps.

Lemma 2.1.2. For all compact subsets A of B and sets U containing A, there

is a long exact sequence

->Hl(U, U-A)^H\Ü, Ü-Ä)^H'~n(U, U-A;JFn)^---

which is natural with respect to inclusion maps of neighborhoods of A.

Proof of 2.1.1 and 2.1.2. Note that for each stalk

I Z,    q = 0,n,
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and, therefore, in the Leray spectral sequence for the map p we have Ep'q -0

for q t¿ 0, « . From a well-known lacunary property of spectral sequences (see

[McC, pp. 6-9]), we obtain a long exact sequence

^  f''° _^  u'      (?T\    * fr'-"." _^  pi+UO-* h2      ~* H<f(V)^U>        h2 "> h2 -»••••

Lemma 2.1.1 follows by taking the family of supports 4> to be the closed

subsets of U. Taking <f> to be the family consisting of <f>\A and applying

Lemma 1.3.1 proves 2.1.2.   D

The following is useful in investigating local properties of B .

Proposition 2.1.3. Given b e B and i eZ, the following are equivalent:

( 1 ) B is i-clcz at b .
(2) B is (i - n - lydc^n at b .

Proof. Assume b e B and U a neighborhood of b so that U shape retracts to

b . Let V be a neighborhood of b contained in U so that V [shape] deforms

in Ü to b. Let W be a neighborhood of b in V so that W [shape] deforms

to b in V. In particular,

0,    j¿Q,n,

Z,     j=0,«,
image{Hj(Ax ; Z) -, Hj(A2 ; Z)} =

where (AX,A2) is either of the pairs (U, V) or (V, W).

We also have

Hi~x(U)

Hl~x(V)

H'-"-x(U;ß*n[p])  -^  tf''(C/)   -^  H'(Ü)

\
ß.H'~n~x(V;ßrn[p])  -2»  H'(V)   £*  H'(V)

'': »3 >u

H'-\W)  A H1'"'1 (W; ß^n\p\) -^ H'(W)  ^ Hl(W)

(1) => (2) Without loss of generality, we may assume that image <53 is finitely

generated.

Now we apply Theorem 1.5.2 to the following portion of the diagram:

H'~n'x(U;^"[p])  -2» //''([/)

5,

H'~X(V)
H'-"-x(V-ß*n[p])  ^ H'(V)

H'-\W)  A H'-n'X(W;ß^"[p])
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(2) => (1) Without loss of generality, we may assume that image n2 is finitely

generated.

We apply Theorem 1.5.2 to the following portion of the diagram:

H\U)  ^ fí'iÜ)

Hl~n~X(V ; ßTn[p])  A  H\V)  A H\V)

h '4
Hi~n'X(W;ßTn[p]) ^, H\W)

U

Corollary 2.1.4.  B is clcz at all points.

Proof. Since for i < n we get H'~n~l(U; ß?") = 0 trivially, the result follows

from the previous proposition.   D

Corollary 2.1.5. If the Leray sheaf in dimension « (« > 2) is locally constant

at each b e B, then B is a k-gm.

Proof. First we show that B is an ANR, then that B has the correct local

relative homology.

Pick b e B. Let U be a neighborhood of b over which ß?n is constant,

so ßifn B U x Z. Then for all A Ç U, Hl(A ; ß?n) S i/'(^ ; Z). By Corollary

2.1.4, pick a neighborhood Vx c U of b so that for all i < n

im%e{/f'(t/)^ #'(*i)}

is trivial.  By Proposition 2.1.3 we obtain that B is clcz" at b.  Continuing

inductively, we find a neighborhood K c U of è to get that B is clcz at

b. When i is such that n • 2' exceeds dim B, then we may conclude that B

is clc^ at b. Since b was arbitrarily chosen, B is clc. Now apply 1.4.12.

This concludes the first step.

We now show that

0,     i¿k,

k.

It is an exercise in dimension theory (first see [N, p. 206]) that for i >

dim B, H'(B, B - b) = 0 (consider B - b as a direct limit of complements of

neighborhoods of b).

Pick a neighborhood U of b so that Ü is an orientable submanifold of M

(this is possible since the elements have the shape of homology «-spheres and

« > 2). Then using the Universal Coefficient Theorem and Alexander duality

we obtain
0,     / t¿ k, n + k,

k, n + k,

i { 0,     i
H'(B,B-b) = yz      .

,• -   ~     »       (0,     i
H'{U,U-b) = {z'     .
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H¡(ü,Ü-b)^Hn+k-i(b) = {°J    \*k>n
{ Z,    i = k, n

O,     i ±k ,n + k,

+ k.

By this and the long exact sequence of Lemma 2.1.2 we get

H\U, U-b)*Hi~"~l(U, U-b),

for / < k,  k +1 < i < « + k , and  n + k+l < i. Arguing as in the first step, we

may conclude, for i < k, k < i < n + k , and i > n + k, that H'(U, U-b) = 0

(the case i = n + k follows from dimension theory).

For i — k we get (from the same long exact sequence)

0^Hk(U, U-b)^Z^Hk~"(U, U-b) = 0.

Thus, Hk(U, U-b) = Z.

Thus, we have shown B to be a generalized cohomology manifold.   Now

apply the Universal Coefficient Theorem [S, p. 248].   D

Corollary 2.1.6. The set of points & at which B is a k-gm contains an open

dense subset C of B .

Proof. Let C c B be the open dense subset of B on which the sheaf is locally

constant. Then Q = C is an open submanifold of M. Apply Corollary 2.1.5

to p\a : Q -, C. So, C is a k-gm.   a

The following application is also a corollary of Proposition 3.1 in [DW3].

Corollary 2.1.7. If k < n, then B is a k-gm.

Proof. Since dim B < k < n < oo and B is, by 2.1.4, clcz (hence clc), it

follows from 1.4.12 that B is an ANR.

All that remains to be shown is that for all b e B

0,    j*k,( 0,    j¿k,

By the proof of the latter half of Corollary 2.1.5, we have H'(B, B-b) = 0 for

i < k; the dimension of B ensures that the same is true for i > k. Finally,

examining the long exact sequence of 2.1.2, we see

0 -♦ Hk(B ,B-b)^ Hk(M, M-b) = Z-, Hk~n(B ; ß?n) = 0.

Hence Hk(B,B-b) = Z.   a

Remark. Actually, if k = n, the result still holds (see [DW3]). The above

method can, with additional care, also prove it.

2.2. Characterization. This subsection shows the equivalence of the conclu-

sion of Theorem 1 (that B is a generalized manifold) with a limitation on the

structure of the sheaf.
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Proposition 2.2.1. Let G be a use decomposition of the (2« + \)-manifold M

into shape homology n-spheres. Then M/G is a (n + l)-gm if, and only if, the

set Du K is locally finite in M/G.

Proof. (=>) Suppose B = M/G is a generalized (« + l)-manifold. An im-

portant property of such spaces is that they are locally orientable, and support

Alexander duality. For example, if U is an orientable open set and A an arc

in U, then

Hk_x(U,U-A)^HX(A) = 0.

The proof proceeds as follows: we first show D to be countable, then locally

finite in B - K ; then we show that K is locally finite; and, finally, that E is

locally finite.

D is countable. Express D as Dx L)D2, where Dx is countable and D2 is dense

in itself; we prove that D2 is empty. Suppose not. Then D2 is a nonempty

closed subset of B-K having a dense open continuity set, denoted C(D2), on

which ß?" is locally constant (see 1.2.3 and [DyW]). Pick a point d0 e C(D2)

and a neighborhood U of d0 in B so that U is orientable, U is orientable

and connected, U is contained in the domain of ad , and U n D2 c C(D2) ;

select a connected neighborhood V of d0 in U so that V shape deforms in

U to d0 and also that H¡(V) —> H¡(U) is trivial (where i - n, n - I); find

a neighborhood W of d0 in F with the same property with respect to V.

There is a natural number v for all d e U n C(D2) and c € C n U such that

a¿(c) = i/.

Fix a point c0 in W n C. Pick two points rf[, i/2 in W7 n C(L>2) distinct

from i/0 ; find arcs A'¡, i = 1, 2, in H7 - (£>, U {ß?0}) so that d^ - {c0, d[} .

Let A" be the path in Ái from cQ to the first point in D that it meets, say

di. Let A be a path in A"x U 42' from dx to i/2. Note that A-dAcC. By

using Lemma 1.3.5 one verifies that Hn(A) = Z and Hn+X(A) = Zv .

By Lemma 1.5.5, Hn(V, V - A) =■ Zv . But this is impossible, by Theorem

1.4.5, since B is an (« + l)-gm. Thus D is countable.

D is discrete. We now show that D is locally finite in B - K . Suppose not.

Then there is a d0e D with points {d¡ e D \ i > 0} that converge to d0 . Pick

a neighborhood U as before; we assume without loss of generality that each

di lies in U. Say ad (c) = «0 > 1 for all c in C r\U. Noting that ad (c) -

a, (d,) • a. (c) for c close enough to d,, we conclude that {a. (c)\i > 0} is a
u0 i "i

bounded set of positive integers. So, there exists a positive integer / > 1 such

that ad(c) = I for infinitely many of the i . Now build an arc A connecting

two such points (using that n > 1 and B is a (n + l)-gm), as in the proof

of D's countability, in a small enough neighborhood V of d0 to obtain a

contradiction.

Thus D is locally finite in B - K .
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K is discrete. Let k0 be an element of K ; we show the existence of a neigh-

borhood of k0 in B which meets DDK in k0 only. Let U, V, W be neigh-

borhoods of k0 with the usual properties. Suppose there are infinitely many

points of K in W. Find an arc A in W - {k0} so that dA = A n (K U D) =

AnK = {kx, k2}. By Lemma 1.3.6, Hn+X (A) * Z. Alexander duality yields

H„(Ñ,Ñ-A)*Z,

where N is U, V, or W .

Applying Lemma 1.5.5, we have Hn(V, V - A) = Z. But this is impossible,

by Theorem 1.4.5, since B is an (« + l)-gm. Thus K is discrete.

£ ¿s discrete. Thus, without loss of generality, U (1 K = {kQ}. Note that

H. (U ; <#"") = Z is generated by the section that is zero everywhere on U

except at k0 where it takes the value of a generator of the stalk %?kn : since kQ

being an isolated point of K in U means that a basic neighborhood of any

element of ß?kn meets any other stalk at 0, if at all. We now have dim(KuD) <

0. So we may further suppose, by Lemma 1.5.3, that ^"¡u-iduk) *s constant.

We have

O^H0ko(U;Jr")^Hn+x(U, U-k0)^Hn+X(Ü, Ü-k0) -, HX^(U; ß*n) -, 0.

Note that the first three terms in the sequence are isomorphic to Z. Therefore,

H, (U ; ß?") = Z. Restricting to V implies the existence of a nonzero section

on U - kQ which upon restriction to V - k0 does not extend to V and every

restriction of a section of U - k0 to V - k0 is an integer multiple of this sec-

tion's restriction. In particular, if DnV = {dx, d2, ... , d¡, ...} , the collection

{ad (c(.) = p¡ | / > 0} (c¡ close to d¡) is bounded, which is a contradiction,

unless the set is finite.

Thus, D U K is locally finite.    G

(<=) Suppose that D U K is locally finite. In order to show that B is a

generalized (n + l)-manifold it suffices to show that B is LC"+ at each x e

DuK and H¡(B, B - x) is the appropriate group for all x and i.

Choose x e D U K. Choose a small enough connected neighborhood U of

x so that Un(DuK) = {x} and ^n\v_{x) is constant.

Whether x is in D or K we get H°(U;ßr") = Z. So, by Proposition 2.1.3,

we get B is clc^ at x. Thus, B is an ANR, by Corollary 1.4.12.

We now calculate Hn+X(B, B - x) = Hn+l(U, U - x).

Case V.xeD. We observe that H°(U ; ß?n) = 0 for any neighborhood U of

x.

There is a v e Z so that for any section over U - {x} (and by Lemma 1.5.3

we may assume ß?"\ij_ix\ to be constant, so nontrivial sections exist), the v

multiple of it extends to U. This implies that H (U ; ß?n) is a subgroup of
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Zv . In any event, the sequence

Hx(U;¿rn)^Hn+x(U, U-x)->H"+x(Ü, Ü-St) = Z- Hx(U\ßTn)

then reveals that Hn+X(U, U -x) = Z.

Case 2:x e K . We analyzed isolated points of K in the first half of this proof.

Using that analysis, we obtain Z-HX(U; ß?"n). In the sequence above, the last

map is onto and the first map is an injection. Hence, HX(U ; ß?n) is either free

cyclic or torsion cyclic or trivial, and Hn+ (U, U - x) is either Z or Z © Z.

Looking at the long exact sequence for the pair (U, x), we observe that the

generating section o of ß?n\v_ix\ does not extend to a section of ß?n\v , and,

hence, it represents a nontrivial element of H (U - x ; ß?n) = Z which is not

in the image of H°(U; ß?n) and, hence, is mapped to a nontrivial element t

of HX(U; ß?n) ; since any nonzero multiple of a does not extend to ß?n\v ,

t represents a nontorsion element of HX(U ; %Yn). Thus, Hx(U ; ß?n) is free

cyclic; this fact, along with the discussion in the previous paragraph, allows

us to conclude that Hn+x(U, U - x) = Z. This concludes the proof of the

proposition.   D

Remark. It is not assumed in this section that E does not locally separate B.

2.3. Proof of Theorem 1. In this subsection we prove Theorem 1, by showing

E = DuK to be locally finite. The strategy is identical with that used in the last

subsection when proving the necessity of the local finiteness of D U K, except

the use there of local duality of a generalized manifold is replaced by a more

sophisticated analysis.

Theorem 1. Let M n+x be a manifold, « > 1, and G a used of M into com-

pacta having the shape of homology n-spheres such that dim M/G < oo . Suppose

the discontinuity set E = D u K (see §§1.2 and 1.4) does not locally separate B .

Then M/G is a generalized (n + \)-manifold. Moreover, E is a locally finite

subset of B.

Proof. The nondegeneracy set D. Since the sheaf ß?n\B_K is Hausdorff and

B is locally connected, we may conclude that B - K is clc by Corollary 2.1.5

(for, given a section on a connected neighborhood of a point of B , any section

defined on that same neighborhood agreeing with the given section at a point

agrees with it everywhere (see section §2.2)). Thus, B-K is an ANR, by 1.4.12.

Given a point d in D, we observe that Hd(U ; ßl?n) = 0, for any neighbor-

hood U of d . Any section which is nonzero at d is also nonzero on a small

neighborhood of d ; thus, the Leray spectral sequence yields

0 = Hd(U;^n)^Hn+x(U, U - d) -, Hn+X (Ü, U-d) = Z-+---.

Hence,

H"+X(U, U -d) = H"+x(B,B-d)
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is either trivial or Z. The sequence also yields H'(B, B-d) = 0 for /< « +1 .

In consequence, we need only analyze the former case.

Again we describe D as Dx u D2, where Dx is countable and D2 is dense

in itself. The first step is to show that D2 is empty.

The critical observation about points in D is

Lemma 2.3.1. Suppose dQ e D and q e Z+ (q > 1). Choose connected neigh-

borhoods U, V, W of d0 so that

(1) W C V C U,
(2) Ü is orientable,

(3) H¡(W) -, Ht(V) has trivial image for i = n - 2, n - 1,

(4) V (resp. W ) shape deformation retracts to d0 in Ü (resp. V ), and

(5) UnK = 0.

Then the set

F(q) = {xe(DnW)- {d0} I ax\c = q and Hn(B, B - x) = 0}

consists of at most one point.

Proof. If there are distinct points xx, x2 e F(q), use, among other things, the

assumption that D does not locally separate B to build an arc A in W whose

endpoints are xx, x2 and whose interior lies in C. By Lemma 1.3.5, we obtain

ZgC*Hn+\Ä)*Hn(Ü,Ü-Ä),

the latter map given by Alexander duality.

Since G is (« - l)-acyclic, we can apply Lemma 1.5.5 in order to conclude

that H„_l(V,V-A)*Zq.
We now obtain a contradiction.   Let Ax, A2  denote subarcs of A whose

union is A . Let c denote their common endpoint. Applying the Mayer-Vietoris

Theorem to the triple  (V, V - Ax, V - A2)  we obtain the following exact

sequence:

Hn(V,V-A\)®Hn(V,V-A2)    =    Hn(V,V-xx)(BHn(V,V-x2) = 0
I

Hn(V,V-c) = Z

I
Hn_x(V,V-A) = Zq

To show the horizontal map at the beginning of this diagram is an isomorphism,

use the fact that C is an (« + l)-gm (the technique can be found in [D3, p. 192;

DyW]).
The exactness of the sequence is patently impossible.   D

We now prove that D2 is void. Choose neighborhoods of d0 e D2 as in the

above lemma so that ß?"\UnD is constant. By hypothesis, the intersection of

C with each connected open set is a connected set. Let N = ad (c), where c is

any point in C . Then JV is a bound such that F(q) = 0 for all q > N. Hence,
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as a consequence of Lemma 2.3.1, we may assume that Hn+X(B, B - x) = Z

for all x e V - {d0} . Thus, by Proposition 2.2.1, D n (V - {d0}) is a discrete

subset of V - {d0} . But this contradicts that D2 is dense in itself. Therefore,

D2 = 0. Thus, D is countable.

D is locally finite in B - K. Suppose d0 e D is a limit point of D. Choose

neighborhoods of dQ satisfying the hypotheses of Lemma 2.3.1, and so that ad

is defined on U. Since D is countable we may write

(U-d0)nD = {dx,d2,d3,...}.

Then the values of each ad on C is bounded by the value of ad on C.

Hence, we may assume, by Lemma 2.3.1, that

Hn+x(B,B-di) = Z

for all i > 0 (in particular, by 2.2.1, each d¡ is isolated). So Hn+X(B, B-d0) ¿

Z, as another consequence of 2.2.1, and which implies H X(B, B - d0) = 0.

By Lemma 1.5.3, we may assume <%*n\V-u{d\i>o} *s constant.

Since Hn+X(B,B - d0) = 0, excision yields Hn+x(V, V - dQ) = 0. Thus,

by the Universal Coefficient Theorem, H"+ (V, V - d0) is torsion. The long

exact sequence of the map restricted to V insures that

Z^Hn+X(V, V-d0)^HX(V;ß?");

also we may assume that V was chosen so that the map

HX(U;ß^")^HX(V;ß^n)

has trivial image, by Proposition 2.1.3 and the fact that B is (« + l)-clc. Now

consider the following diagram:

Hx(U;ß*n) --► H\V\&n)
0

Io
Hx(V;ßr") -► Hx(V;ß?n)

a0 a

The horizontal maps are from the long exact sequence of the pair (U, U-{d0}),

(V, V - {d0}). The vertical maps are induced by inclusion. The first vertical

map is an excision isomorphism. Thus, the map a has trivial image. Finally,

consider the following portion of the long exact sequence for (V, V - {d0}) :

H°(V; ß?n) -, H°(V - d0 ; MTR) -, h\ (V ; &n) s Z - 0.

The last map, to 0, is of course a. The second map thus being onto implies the

existence of an element (i.e., section) of H (V-d0; ß?n) which maps onto the

generator of Hd (V ; ß?n). It is clear that no integral multiple of this section

extends to V , for then that multiple would be in the image of the first of these
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maps, which is identical with the kernel of the second map.  Let us call this

particular section o.

Suppose that, for c e Cf) V, ad(c) = q0. Now, if o(c) = I (which, without

loss of generality, is positive), then consider the function a : V -> ß?n defined

by

o'(x) = { %'U'    *eF-K}>
I /, x = dQ.

We show that a' is continuous at d0, i.e., a section, contradicting the non-

extendibility of a.

Consider a sequence of points x¡ -, d0 . We show cr'^) -» a'(dQ).

Case 1: {xj c C. The function is defined so that this case is clear.

Case 2:  {x¡} C D. Say x¿ = dj   and ad (c) = q¡ for c e C sufficiently close
' Ji

to d- . Note that qri = aH(di)-qj. Then'i ^ 0        'i

o'{xi) = q0-l/qi = l-ado(di).

These points in the stalk obviously lie in a neighborhood of a'(d0) = /. So, a

multiple of a extends to V .

This contradiction concludes the proof that D is a discrete subset of B -K.

The degeneracy set K. We move on to analyze the situation at the points in

K, a decidedly more subtle matter.

To give the argument a more coherent logical structure we proceed as follows:

(1) show that the isolated points of K are not in the closure of D and,

consequently, that B is an (« + l)-gm at such points, and

(2) show that K consists entirely of isolated points.

Isolated points of K are isolated points of Du K. Suppose that k is an

isolated point of K which is in the closure of D. Choose neighborhoods U, V

of k so that U is orientable and retracts to k, UC\K = [k], V c U with V

deforming in Ü to k, and U D (D - cl5 V) has finite cardinality.

B is clcz+1 at k , as can be checked by noting that the only nonzero sections

defined on U (or V) are those which are zero in every stalk except the one

over k ; then apply 2.1.3. By 1.4.12, U is an ANR.

It is clear, by examining sections, that H°(U;^n) = Z. Note that

Hxk(U ; ßf") will be trivial (since otherwise there is a nonzero section on U-k

with some multiple extending to U). By Proposition 2.2.1, B fails to be a

generalized manifold at k . From the exact sequence (Lemma 2.1.2, A = k)

Z = H°k(U;ß*")^Hn+x(U, U-k)^Hn+x(Ü, Ü - k)

= Z^Hxk(U;ß?") = 0,

we must have Hn+x(U, U -k) = Z®Z.

Find an arc A c V so that D n V = D n A and k edA.
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By using the Universal Coefficient Theorem for singular cohomology and

Alexander duality we get

Hn+x(Ü, Ü - Ä) = Homz(Hn+x(Ü, Ü - A), Z) © Ext(/7„ ( Ü, Ü -Ä),Z)

= Homz(Hn(Ä), Z) e ExX(Hn+X(À), Z)

= Z®ExX(Hn+X(Ä), Z) = Z© E,

where E = ExX(Hn+x(Ä), Z). Also

Hn+X(U, U-A)^Hn+X(U, U-k) = Z®Z.

By applying Lemma 1.5.3, we may assume %?n is constant on U-(Dl){k}) ;

thus, there is a generating section of U - A , say a, with no nonzero multiple

of its restriction to V - A extending continuously to V, where F is a small

neighborhood of k in U. We also observe that

H°(U - A ; &n) -, HX(U, U - A ; ß?n) -, HX(U; ß*n)

is exact; the last module in this sequence, when restricted to V, is trivial. From

this we conclude that Hx (U, U - A ; JT") = Z.

From all the above, and the relative long exact sequence of the map (Lemma

2.1.2), we obtain the exact sequence

z —zez^zeï^z^o.

Note first that H is finitely generated. Also S is nontrivial; otherwise the

last of these maps would be an isomorphism, which in turn would imply that

the first is onto—a contradiction.

We now analyze S more carefully in order to conclude that it actually is

countably infinitely generated. First a short digression. Let pt = ad (c) for

c e C close to d¡. If gcd(/?(, p ) = q > 1, then suppose n is a path in

V - {k, d¡ \l ^ i, j } connecting d¡ and dj. Then Lemma 1.3.5 applies so we

know Hn+x(ñ)^Zq.

Proceeding with our analysis of H, let AQ = A , c¡ a point in C separating

dt and di+x in A, and At the subinterval of A with endpoints c. and k. A

Mayer-Vietoris argument in conjunction with the above digression reveals that

/7"+1(i,)-//"+1(i;+1)

is onto with kernel isomorphic to Zp . Also, Hn+x(f]Ai) = Hn+X(k) = 0.

Let r = Hn+X(A). The above shows we can apply Lemma 1.5.1 to F,

yielding

r = £rcp),
where the sum is taken over all primes p, and either F(p) / 0 for infinitely

many p or, for some prime p, F(p) is (countably) infinitely generated. Also,

E = Ext(r, Z) a nr(P) - by a well-known property of Ext (see [R, p. 199]).
In particular, E cannot possibly be finitely generated.
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This contradiction proves the assertion that the isolated points of K are

isolated points of K U D.

K is discrete. Let K' denote the points of K which are not isolated points of

K . Note that K' is a closed subset of B . We conclude the proof of Theorem 1

by showing that K' is void. We define C(K') to be an open dense subset of K'

where the sheaf ß?"\K< is locally constant (see 1.2.3 and [DyW]). The strategy

is to first show that every point of C(K') is a limit point of K - K' (which

is obvious for points of K' isolated in K1); we then establish a contradiction

using this fact. Since C(K') is an open dense subset of K', we conclude that

C(K') = K' = 0.
Let k e C(K'). Let U be a neighborhood of k in B so that ak\U n K'

is continuous with U orientable, and V c U a neighborhood such that V

[shape] deforms to k in U.

Suppose that k is not isolated in K.'. So there are infinitely many points

of K' in any neighborhood of k. Furthermore, suppose that k is not in the

closure of K - K'. Then we can assume that U contains no isolated points of

K. Note that Hn+x(U, U - {k'}) is either trivial or Z for every k! e U n K',

since HX)(U;2"') = 0.

Claim 1. There cannot be distinct points kx, k2 e V f)K' with

Hn+x(V, v-{kj}) = 0   for i = 1,2.

Else, using the long exact sequence of the map as was done previously, we detect

sections

at:U- {£,.} -, JP"

so that no (nonzero) multiple of <7( extends to U, i = 1,2. Because k is

not in the closure of K - K' we have a¡\U — K1 = 0 for each i. Moreover,

since U n K' is in the continuity set of K', we have a¡(x) = m¡ > 0 for all

xeUilK'. But then m2-ox can be extended continuously to U by comparing

it to mx • a2 which is defined at kx . Claim 1 is verified.

Before proceeding, we should observe that U is an ANR. This is suspect

only at points k'eUr\K=Un C(K'), a suspicion which the following claim

allays.

Claim 2. The image of h: H°(U;ß?") -, H°(V';ß^n) is finitely generated

(where V' is a sufficiently small neighborhood of k'). Pick distinct nonzero

elements ax, er2 of this image, with dx, o2 respective elements of h~ (er,),

h~x(ax). Let s¡ = a¡(k'), i = 1,2. Note that s¡¿0; otherwise a¡ will be the

zero section since V' was chosen small, k' e C(K'), and U n (K - K1) = 0.

Let t be the greatest common divisor of sx and s2. By taking the appropriate

linear sum of ax and o2, we can obtain a nontrivial section a3 of V' which

is the restriction of a section rr3 of U such that a^(k') - t. Let t0 be the

minimum t taken over all possible pairs of such sections, and let a be the

corresponding section over V'.
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Then a generates the image of h . If x is a nonzero element of the image of

h , then gcd(a(k'), x(k')) = t0 , otherwise the minimality of t0 is contradicted.

Thus, the image is either trivial or infinite cyclic, proving Claim 2.

Therefore, U is («+l)-clcz and, so, by 2.1.3, clc^ . Hence, U is an ANR,

by 1.4.12.

It must be that, for the given k, Hn+x(U, U-{k}) = 0, for otherwise U isa

neighborhood of k which is an («+ l)-gm (by Claim 1) that has infinitely many

sheaf discontinuities, contradicting Proposition 2.2.1. As a consequence, there

are no points in (U nK1) - [k] since they too would have such neighborhoods.

Thus k is isolated in K'. But k e K', not being in the closure of K - K',

must then be isolated in K—contradicting the defining property of points in

K'.
So we assume that each k e C(K') which is not isolated in K' is a limit

point of K - K'. This is necessarily true of any isolated point of K'.

Note that U - K' is an (n + l)-gm (but now U itself is not necessarily an

ANR!). Thus, for any arc A in U - K', Hn(U,U-A) = 0 (this can be seen

by first excising K1 to form the pair (U - K', U - (K1 U A)) and again using

the technique appearing in [D3, p. 192]). The Universal Coefficient Theorem

implies that Hn(U, U - A) is a torsion module.

Find an arc Ä in V-K' with (A'-dA1) c C and dX = {kx, k2] c K-K'.

Let c e A' - {kx, k2] and let A¡ denote the closure of the component of

A1 - {c} containing kt. Consider the sequence

H°(A¡ ; &n) -, H°(ki ; &") - Hx (A¡, k¡ ; JPn) -, Hx(At ; &") -, 0.

The first map is a natural isomorphism in this case since the generating sec-

tions are equivalent. Thus, the third map is an isomorphism.

It can be calculated, using Proposition 12.2 of [Brl, p. 59] and our explicit

knowledge of the structure of ß?"\A , that HX(A(, k{\ ß?n) is isomorphic to

Hx(Ai-,ZA_k)^0. So, Hl(Ai-jrn') = 0.

Now we examine the Mayer-Vietoris sequence

-► H°(AX ;ß*")® H°(A2 ; JT") -, H°(c ; &") -, HX (Á ; ßCn) - 0.

The first map is trivial because the sections defined over the A¡ 's are trivial

over c. Thus the second map is an isomorphism; H°(c; ß?n) being infinite

cyclic abelian implies that HX(Á ; ß?n) is as well.

Choose k3 e (K f] V) - {kx, k2} and an arc A3 from c to k3 in V so that

A3 n Á = {c} and A3 n K — {k}}. By applying the Mayer-Vietoris argument

to the pair (A1, A3), we find that

HX(AyjA3;ß*n) = Z®Z.

Let A = A1 U A3. First we get, by Alexander duality,

J = im{Hn_x(V- A) -, Hn_x(Ü - A)}
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is Z©Z (we know the map Hn(U-A) -, Hn(U) is onto, because k0 C (U-A)

is the essential carrier of the latter group).

Using the Vietoris-Begle Theorem, we conclude that

Hn_x(V - A) ^ Hn_x(U - A)

has image isomorphic to J .

Finally, we consider

HH{V) -► Hn(V, V-A)-► Hn_x(V-A) —, Hn_x(V)

Hn(U) -► Hn(U,U-A) -► Hn_x(U-A) -> Hn_x(U)

The second vertical arrow is an excision isomorphism of trivial groups, the

fourth is a trivial map. But then we must have J = 0, a contradiction.

Thus, C(K') is empty. In consequence, K' is empty, implying K is a

discrete subset of B. This concludes the proof of Theorem 1.

2.4. Corollaries, examples, and questions. This section shows the possible types

of sheaf structures that can be attained, and a certain limitation is proved in

case the source space is the (2« + 1 )-sphere.

Proposition 2.4.1. Suppose G to be a decomposition of a (2« + \)-manifold M

into continua having the shape ofhomology n-spheres with dim M/G < oo such

that E = DDK does not locally separate M/G. Suppose H"(M) = 0. If M/G

is orientable (e.g., if it is simply connected), then K consists of at most one point.

Proof. The long exact sequence associated with the map yields

0 -» H0(M/G;^") -, H"+X(M/G) = Z.

Since each point of K corresponds to a generator of H (M/G; ß?n) due to

local finitenesS of K, the conclusion follows.   D

The following is an easy consequence of the fact that monotone maps induce

epimorphisms of the fundamental group.

Corollary 2.4.2. Each decomposition of the (2« -f- \)-sphere into homology n-

spheres (with finite-dimensional image and exceptional set E not locally sepa-

rating the decomposition space) has at most one degenerate element.

The example of the Introduction illustrates K being nonempty.

Example. Let X denote the Poincaré homology sphere; there is a 120-to-l cov-

ering of the 3-sphere to X. Let & denote the covering transformations for

this cover. This group action extends naturally to E , the open cone on 5* .

Now let this group act diagonally on the product S x EA ; let the orbit space

be M . There is a natural decomposition of the 7-manifold M into 3-spheres
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and an exceptional homology 3-sphere; the latter is the image, under the orbit

map, of S3 x {0} , whereas the former are the images, under the orbit map, of

2?(x) x r ■ S3, where S'(x) denotes the orbit of the given point x e S and

r • S3 denotes the sphere in £4 of radius r centered at the origin.

Note that K = 0 and D is a singleton whose winding function equals 120

on its continuity set.

For nondegenerate decompositions of S + into copies of S (k odd), we

refer the reader to [CD2]. They also show that for even k no such decompo-

sitions exist; this is achieved by computing the Hopf invariant (which is 0 for

even k) to be an upper bound on the cardinality of D. A question we have

left unanswered: Is there an analogous bound for a nondegenerate homology

«-sphere decomposition of S n+x ?

Corollary 2.4.3. There is no used of Euclidean (2n + \)-space into (homology)

n-spheres.

Proof. We consider the Leray spectral sequence of the decomposition map p

with the families of compact supports c, <j> on domain and image.   Clearly,

H%(B;ß*n) = 0 and H"+x(E2n+x) = 0. Thus, H"c+X(B) = 0.

On the other hand, since B is an orientable (« + l)-gm, duality theory tells

us that H"+x (B) = H0(B) = Z, a contradiction.   D

Questions. ( 1 ) Is there a nondegenerate homology «-sphere decomposition of

S n+x each of whose elements is a nontrivial homology «-sphere? Are there

any such decompositions for even « ? (If all the elements are sphere-like and

B is a manifold, this is known to be impossible.)

(2) Given any nondegenerate homology «-sphere decomposition of S n+x ,

is there an invariant which measures the maximum allowable number of points

in D ? If so, for which « can this maximum be realized?

(3) For which « and k, « > k > 0 (if any), is there a homology «-sphere

decomposition of s2n+x~k x Sk ?

3. A CLASS OF PARTIALLY ACYCLIC MANIFOLD DECOMPOSITIONS

In this section, we prove Theorem 2 of the Introduction. The section is orga-

nized as follows: §3.1 is a discussion (under more general hypotheses than those

of Theorem 2) of pertinent quantities in the Leray spectral sequence and the im-

mediately discernable connectivity properties of B ; §3.2 shows the equivalence

of B being a k-gm over Z with local finiteness of the discontinuity set; §3.3

demonstrates that the decompositions of Theorem 2 must always have locally

finite discontinuity set; and §3.4 contains some examples and corollaries.

It should be noted that there is a rather slight difference in some of the details

here from those of §2. Here, the sheaf ß? ~ appears to play a role, though

for the most part we avoid dealing with it by deepening our understanding of

how to calculate Cech cohomology with coefficients in ß^n of sufficiently high

dimensions.
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3.1. The Leray spectral sequence of the decomposition map. In this subsection,

we calculate the crucial parts of the Leray spectral sequence of the decomposi-

tion map.

Assume that G is a used of the orientable (« + fc)-manifold into subcontinua

so that the following properties are satisfied:

(t) For all £ e G, Ht(g) = 0 for i 6 {0, 1, ... , k - 2} .
(ft) Each g e G has the shape of a closed orientable «-manifold.

(tft) dimM/C7<oo.

Note that Ep'q = 0 for all p > k , since dim M/G = k, by (t 11) » and by

the (sheaf theoretic) fact that H^M/G;^) = 0 for all i> k; for all q > n ,

by (ft) ; and, if 0 </?</:, for 0<q<k-l,n-k+l<q<n,by (t). In
particular, when Ex is calculated, we obtain the following data:

(1) EPJ = EP2'° for0<p<k,

(2) ^oo   =E2   /image ¿¿J,     ,

(3) Epx"=Ep2'" for \<p<k,

(4) Si'-terfA",
(5)i£*->=ker<_f-\
(6) El¿k~l = E\>k-1, and

(7) E°xk = kerd2°>k.

Thus, for supports y/, 4> on M, B, respectively, we obtain

(a) H¡(U)* H'^iU), for i <k-l,
(b) an exact sequence of homomorphisms

0 -, Hk~X(U) -, Hl;v\(Ü) -, Hl(U;ß?k-X) -, Hk(U) -, H^Ü),

and
(c) Hk(U;ßrn)^H;+k}(Ü).

The information in this list is enough for this investigation.

For example, letting y/, <f> be the family of closed subsets of M, B, we

see, by (a), that B is clcz-2 (see the proof of 2.1.3). By (b), B is in fact

cohomologically locally connected in all dimensions except possibly k .

By using </> = {x} in (a) and (b), we obtain H'(B, B - x) = 0 for all x e B

and i < k .

From (b) and (c), we may derive that C = {x e B | ß?n is locally constant

at x} isa k-gm (see 2.1.3-2.1.6).

Another consequence of (b) is that B is A>clcz at x e B if, and only if, B

is 0-clc^-i at x , an analogue of 2.1.3.

3.2. Characterization. In this subsection we prove the analogue of 2.2.1. The

hypotheses on M and G are the same as in §3.1.

Proposition 3.2.1. Assume G is a used of an (n + k)-manifold M satisfying the

hypothesis o/§3. Then B is a k-gm if, and only if, E = D U K is locally finite.
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Proof.   (=>) This proof is nearly identical to that of Proposition 2.2.1 except,

when calculating the homology groups, we replace « = (2« + 1) - (« + 1) by

k-\ = (n + k)-(n + l).

(<=) B is an ANR. B is clcz_1 and dim B < oo. Therefore, it suffices to

show that B is k-clcz .

If ß?" is Hausdorff on a neighborhood of x e B, then

H°{U;ßrk~l)cHk~l(x)

(the latter group is finitely generated) for a small enough connected neighbor-

hood U of x. Thus, B is k-clcz at x.

If x e K, then choose a connected neighborhood U which misses E - {x}

and so that ß?n is constant on U — x . Then U - x is connected. Clearly,

H°(U; %fk~x) c H°(U - x ; ß*k~x) © Hx(U; ß*k~X).

Both summands are finitely generated.  So B is k-clcz at x.  Hence, B is

clc^ , LC , and, consequently, an ANR.

B is a cohomology k-manifold over Z. By the results of §3.1, we have

H'(B, B - x) = 0 for all x e B and 0 < i < k - 1. Looking at item (4) in the

list of §3.1, we note that

Hk(U;ß*n)*EHn+k(Ü, Ù-x) = Z

for small neighborhoods U of x . So it suffices to demonstrate that

Hk(U;^")^Hk(U;Z),

for a suitably chosen neighborhood U. This is trivial for x £ E.

So we assume x e E, and U a connected neighborhood of x such that

UHE = {x} and, by 1.5.3, ß?"\u_x is constant. Then consider the following

diagram
Hk~x(U) Hk~x(U; ')

h 1<
Hk~x(U-x) Z- Hk~x(U-x;

b
HX(U)

Hk(U)

I*
Hkx(U;ß?n)

Hk(U;ß*n)

U
HK(U -x) Hk(U-x;
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The vertical maps come from the appropriate long exact sequences of the pair

(U, U - x). The second and fourth horizontal maps are obviously isomor-

phisms, since ß?"\u_x is constant. We argue that we can find isomorphisms

(represented by the first and third horizontal maps) so that the squares in the di-

agram commute. Once we have established this a rather routine diagram chase

shows that Hk(U, U-x)*Z.

The key to understanding the indicated isomorphisms is applying dimension

theory when calculating H'(U ; ß?n). The reader is referred to [S, pp. 327-328],

as we content ourselves, for now, with the description

Hi(U;ßTn) = \im{H\^;^n)},

where the limit is being taken over all open covers 1/ of U (which form an

inverse system via refinement). Since U is ^-dimensional, for every open cover

% of U there is a refinement "V of order k + 1 such that x is not in the inter-

section of any two elements of 2^. A glance at the definition of Hl(^V ; ß?n)

will show that, because ß?"\u_x is constant, we can use the constant sheaf

U x Z rather than ß?n for i > 1. Thus, there is a natural isomorphism, for

i > I, between the limits

lim{//'(^;^")}S lim{//'(^;Z)}.

In particular, since k - 1 > 1 , we obtain the desired isomorphisms. Thus, B

is a k-gm.   D

3.3. Proof of Theorem 2. In this subsection we prove Theorem 2. In particular,

in addition to the hypotheses of the previous subsections of this section, we

assume

(1) X"1 isaHausdorffspace(i.e., K = 0), and

(2) D does not locally separate B .

Theorem 2. Let Mn+ be an orientable manifold, « > k > 3. Let G be a

used of M into compacta having the shape of connected, closed, orientable n-

manifolds with Ht(g) = 0 for 0 < i < k - 1. If ß*"[p] (see §1.1) is Hausdorff
D does not locally separate B, and dim M/G < oo, then M/G is a generalized

k-manifold.

Proof. Note that B is an ANR by (1), since H°(U; ßPk~x) c Hk~x(x) for

any connected open set U and x e U . Moreover, H'(B, B - x) — 0 for any

x e B and i ^ k . Given a connected subset U , we have U n C connected by

(2).
By the proposition of the previous subsection, it suffices to show D to be

locally finite in B . Let

Dx = {x e D \ x is isolated in D}

and D2 = D - D{ . Note that Dx is an open subset of D and is countable; D2

is closed in B . We show D2 = 0 .
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Before proceeding, we state the following analogue of Lemma 2.3.1 ; the proof

here has the same strategy, the only significant difference being in indices on

the algebraic topological functors.

Lemma 3.3.1. Suppose dQ e D and q eZ+ (q > 1). Choose connected neigh-

borhoods U, V, W of d0 so that

(1) Wc Vc U,
(2) Hj(W) -, H((V) has trivial image for i = k, k - 1, and

(3) V (resp. W ) shape deformation retracts to d0 in U (resp.  V).

Then the set

F(q) = {xe(DnW)- {d0} I ax\c = q and Hk(B, B - x) = 0}

consists of at most one point.

Proof. If there are distinct points x¡, x2 e F (a), build an arc A in W whose

endpoints are xx, x2 and whose interior lies in C, using the hypothesis that

D does not locally separate B . By Lemma 1.3.5, we obtain

Zq ^Hn+X(Ä).

Since G is (n - l)-acyclic and k < n, G is (k - l)-acyclic; thus, we can

apply Lemma 1.5.5, which allows us to conclude that Hk_x(V, V - A) = Z .

We now obtain a contradiction. Let Ax, A2 denote subarcs of A whose

union is A . Let c denote their common endpoint. Applying the Mayer-Vietoris

Theorem to the excisive triple (V, V - Ax, V - A2), we obtain the following

exact sequence:

Hk(V, V - Ax) (B Hk(V, V - A2)    =   Hk(V, V - xx) © Hk(V, V - x2) = 0

I
Hk(V,V-c) = Z

I

Hk_x(V,V-A) = Zq

To show the horizontal map at the beginning of this diagram is an isomorphism,

use the fact that C is a /c-gm (for details on the technique see [D3, p. 192;

DyW]).

The exactness of this sequence is impossible.   □

Select d0 e C(D2). Find a connected neighborhood U of d0 such that

ßr"\unD2 = (unD2)xz.

By hypothesis,  C n U is connected.  Let N = a, (c), where c is any point
"0

in C. Then TV is a bound such that F(q) = 0, for all q > N. By Lemma

3.3.1, we may assume U to be chosen such that, for each d e (D n U) - {d0},

H (U, U - d) = Z ; in other words, U - {d0} is a k-gm. We may assume the

winding functions have bounded value.
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By Proposition 3.2.1, D n (V - {dQ}) is a discrete subset of V - {dQ}. But

this contradicts that D2 is dense in itself.

Thus, C(D2) - 0 - D2. So D is locally finite, 3.2.1 then implying that B

is a k-gm z.   D

3.4. Immediate corollaries, examples, and questions. We start out this subsec-

tion with some consequences of Theorem 2.

Theorem 3.4.1. There is no nondegenerate codimension-k manifold decomposi-

tion G of Sn+   with the following properties:

(1) Forall geG, Hi(g) = 0for ie{0, 1, 2, ... , k - 2}.
(2) dimM/G<oo.

(3) ß? ~   is constant and the rank of ß?x ~   as a Z-module is at least 2,

for some x e B.

(4) The exceptional set E = D does not locally separate B.

Addendum. Item (3) can be weakened to: (3') there is a sheaf embedding of

B x F into ß? ~x, where F is a free Z-module of rank at least 2.

Proof. Suppose such a G exists. Property (3) means that H (B; ß? ~x) is a

free Z-module on at least two generators. On the other hand, from the Leray

spectral sequence we get an injection

H°(B;ß?k~l)-*Hk(B).

We further realize that B is a simply-connected compact k-gm, hence is ori-

entable; so, by duality, H (B) = Z. This is a contradiction.   D

Corollary 3.4.2. There is no approximate fibration defined on Sn+ with fiber F

such that

(1) F has the shape of a closed orientable n-manifold.

(2) Hi(F) = 0,for ie{0, \,...,k-2).

(3) rankHk_x(F)>2.

Proof. For an approximate fibration, ß? ~ is locally constant and the set E

is empty; by simple connectivity of B , ß7 ~ ' is globally constant.   G

Proposition 3.4.3. There is no used G of Sn+ satisfying the hypotheses of The-

orem 2 such that rankHk_x(g) = 0 for all geG.

Addendum. There is no used G of a closed manifold Mn+ (k < n) satisfying

the hypotheses of Theorem 2 such that rank Hk_x(g) = 0 for all geG, if, in

addition, HX(M) = 0 and rankHn(M) = 0.

Proof. If rank Hk_x(g) = 0 for all geG, then ß?k~x is trivial with trivial

stalks. On the one hand, since B is a compact simply-connected k-gm, we have
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Hk(B) =■ Z ; on the other, we have, by item (b) in §3.1, Hk(B) c Hk(Sn+k) = 0.

This is impossible. Proving the addendum is similar: note that B is a compact,

orientable k-gm, since HX(M) = 0; and that Hk(Mn+k) = 0 because of the

constraint on the rank of Hn(M).   D

Theorem 3.4.4. There is no used  G  of En+    satisfying the hypotheses of

Theorem 2.

Proof. Suppose there is such a decomposition; we derive a contradiction. Recall

that B is an orientable k-gm. Now apply the Leray spectral sequence with

the families 4>, y/ of compact supports on B, M. In particular, there is an

injection

a:H](B;ß"k~X)^Hkc(B).

The cokernel of a is imbedded in Hc (En+ ) = 0 ; thus, a is an isomorphism.

Obviously, Hc(B;ßif ~x) = 0, since %? ~x isHausdorffand B isnoncompact.

By duality, Hk(B) 3 H0(B) s Z. This is a contradiction.   D

We now give some examples which are not wholly satisfying.

Example 3.4.5. Let X be a k-gm (k > 3) so that X x E is a manifold.

Fix j > 0; for each 1 < i < j, let X;' be a homology (ß?()-sphere, where

d¡ > k - 1. Let n = dx+d2 + --- + dj. Let

then M is an («+A:)-manifold. Let G be the following product decomposition:

(        / J      \ Ï
G=   xx mi.    \xeX\.

The decomposition space is obviously X .

Example 3.4.6. Let G0 be any used of /V2 ~' into homology (k - 1)-spheres

(k > 3) ; see §2.4 for explicit examples. Let

i ,n+k        x.2fc-l       ^.n—k+i
M      - N        x X ,

where X is a homology (n-k + l)-sphere and « > 2k - 2 > 4. Let

G = {g x ln~k+x \geG0};

then G is a used of M into homology (Sk~x x Sn~k+Xys. Obviously, M/G s

N2k~x/G0,a k-gm.

Questions. ( 1 ) Does Theorem 2 remain valid if the hypothesis concerning non-

degeneracy is dropped? (Perhaps if we assume B to be an ANR.)
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(2) Is there an approximate fibration defined on Sn+ with fiber the shape of

S ~ x Sn~ +x ? More generally, is there a decomposition of Sn+k , in addition

to satisfying the hypotheses of Theorem 2, such that rankHk_x(g) = 1 for

some or all geG? (This is really the case of interest in light of 3.4.1 and

3.4.3.)

(3) If G were a used of Sn+ satisfying the hypotheses of Theorem 2, except

that K t¿ 0, then can K contain more than one point? (I.e., is there an

analogue of 2.4.2?)

(4) Under what conditions is p\M_^ an approximate fibration? In particular,

if each decomposition element has the shape of a simply-connected closed «-

manifold and M = Sn+  , is p\M_^ an approximate fibration?
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